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Aetna Health Insurance Work From Home
Description

Carry your heart to CVS Wellbeing. All of us at CVS Wellbeing shares a
solitary, clear reason: Carrying our heart to each snapshot of your wellbeing.
This reason directs our obligation to convey upgraded human-driven
medical care for a quickly impacting world. Secured in our image — with
heart at its middle — our motivation sends an individual message that how
we convey our administrations is similarly pretty much as significant as what
we convey.
Our Heart At Work Behaviors™ support this reason. We need each and
every individual who works at CVS Wellbeing to feel enabled by the job they
play in changing our way of life and speeding up our capacity to enhance
and convey answers for make medical care more private, helpful and
reasonable.
Outline: The Client care Delegate is the essence of aetna and influences
individuals’ administration experience by dealing with client support
requests and issues by means of phone, web, or composed
correspondence. Client requests are of fundamental and on occasion
complex nature. CSR draws in, counsels and teaches individuals in light of
the part’s one of a kind requirements, inclinations and understanding while
at the same time utilizing devices and assets accessible to assist with
directing the individuals along a make way to mind.

Required Capabilities:

Client care insight in an exchange based climate, for example, a call
community or brick and mortar store

Favored Capabilities:

Injury informed care preparing
Openness to Mind The board
Experience in a creation climate
Knowledge of de-accelerations
1-2 years of Medical care or Medicaid experience
Telecommuting experience

Schooling:

Secondary School Confirmation or GED same

Pay Reach

The average compensation range for this job is:
This pay range addresses the base hourly rate or base yearly full-time
compensation for all situations in the gig grade inside which this position
falls. The genuine base compensation proposition will rely upon various
variables including experience, instruction, geology and other significant

Hiring organization
Aetna Health Insurance Work From
Home

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
Private

Job Location
Tallahassee, 900070, FL, CA, USA
Remote work from: USA

Working Hours
8

Base Salary
$ 33 - $ 45

Date posted
February 1, 2024

Valid through
31.12.2024
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elements.
Notwithstanding your pay, partake in the prizes of an association that places
our heart into really focusing on our partners and our networks. The
Organization offers a full scope of clinical, dental, and vision benefits.
Qualified workers might sign up for the Organization’s 401(k) retirement
investment funds plan, and a Representative Stock Buy Plan is additionally
accessible for qualified workers. The Organization gives a completely paid
term extra security plan to qualified workers, and present moment and long
haul handicap benefits. CVS Wellbeing likewise offers various prosperity
programs, instruction help, free improvement courses, a CVS store
endlessly markdown programs with taking an interest accomplices. With
respect to downtime, Organization representatives appreciate Took care of
Time (“PTO”) or get-away compensation, as well as paid occasions all
through the schedule year. Number of paid occasions, debilitated time and
other time off are given steady important state regulation and Company
approaches.

Responsibilities
Customer Service Rep-Ops

Qualifications
Bachelor Degree
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